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• To determine appropriate blood pressure targets for non-
diabetic patients with HTN

• Reduced cardiovascular morbidity and mortality

Purpose



Hypertension in the Very Elderly Trial (HYVET)
•Systolic Goal <150
Systolic Hypertension in the Elderly Program (SHEP)
•Systolic Goal <150
Action to Control Cardiovascular Mortality in Diabetes (ACCORD) 
Blood Pressure Trial
•Compared treating to SBP goal of <120 vs <140
•No statistically significant benefit with treating to lower target when using 
composite CVD outcome
•Average age 62yo
JNC-8
•Goal Blood Pressure for patients >60 years of age is <150/90
•Goal Blood Pressure for patients of any age with Diabetes <140/90

Previous Studies and Guidelines



Design





• 9361 patients randomized
• Mean Age 68 years
• 28% >75 years old
• Mean Baseline Blood Pressure 139/78
• 90% of patients already on anti-hypertensives
• Average Framingham Score 20%

Highlights





Outcomes



Absolute	  Risk	  Reduction NNT

Combined	  MI,	  stroke,	  
CHF,	  CV	  Death

-‐1.6% 61

Heart	  Failure -‐0.8% 125
CV	  Mortality -‐0.6% 167

All	  Cause	  Mortality -‐1.2% 83

The Highlights





Absolute	  Risk	  Increase NNH

Hypotension 1% 100

Syncope 0.6% 167

Electrolyte	  
Abnormalities 0.8% 125

Acute	  Kidney	  Injury 1.6% 62

The Highlights



BUT WAIT…THERE’S MORE!



2636 participants 
•28% of the total SPRINT group
Mean Age ~80
Mean SBP
•123.4 for intensive treatment group
•134.8 for standard treatment group
Frailty was assessed!

What about those >75yo



Some Notes

Average differences in mean SBP differed by frailty status
•Frail: 10.8 mmHg
•Less Fit: 11.3 mmHg
•Fit: 13.5 mmHg
Average differences in mean SBP were similar across subgroups 
defined by gait speed





Highlights

Absolute
Risk	  

Reduction
NNT

CV Disease	  
Composite	  
Primary	  
Outcome

-‐3.7% 27

All	  Cause	  
Mortality -‐2.4% 41

When broken down by frailty
•Event rates are higher with 
increasing frailty in both groups
•Absolute event rates lower for 
intensive treatment group at all 
strata

However, may not be 
powered to detect differences 
based on frailtyEffect	  even	  more	  pronounced	  than	  with	  

data	  from	  entire	  trial,	  likely	  due	  to	  higher	  
event	  rate	  with	  increased	  age



Absolute Rate Higher, but not statistically significant for:
•Hypotension
•Syncope
•AKI
•Electrolyte Abnormalities
Adverse event rates higher with increasing frailty, but not 
statistically different between groups

Adverse Events



Putting It All Together



• Exclusions
•Prior CVA
•Diabetic
•Nursing Home and Assisted Living Patients
•CHF
•CKD with GFR <20mL/min
• “Adherence Risk” (prevalent dementia)

• Method for Measuring Blood Pressure
•Study method potentially significantly different than real world BP monitoring
•Can see differences in blood pressure between 5-8 mmHg lower with this 
method!

• Final goal of <120 not met on average in intensive treatment group
• Geriatric patients are a heterogeneous group and generalization can 

be difficult
• Final Renal and Cognitive outcomes still being investigated

Things to Keep in Mind



SPRINT does support treating to a lower blood pressure goal in 
those with increased CV risk, but exercise caution
•Heterogeneous population, difficult to generalize
•Keep exclusion criteria in mind
Average SBP in intensive treatment group was 121 (123 for 
>75yo)
•So we don’t truly know the lower limit we should aim for yet
Perhaps we should adjust how we measure in office blood 
pressures
Lower blood pressure goal is not without risks
•But injurious falls do not appear one of them

Conclusions
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